WORK ANYWHERE
Audio and video solutions that enable you to work no matter where you are

87% reported increased productivity when using a Jabra audio solution

Work isn’t somewhere you go, it’s something you do. However you need to work, there’s a Jabra product that can help you get the most out of your day. Whether you’re working from home, from your smartphone, or need to get meetings up and running, we’ve got you covered. Work from anywhere, because anywhere can work.

WORKING FROM HOME
Stay connected and productive when working from home

The world’s leading professional headsets for concentration and collaboration

81% of knowledge workers use a headset for calls

#1 Sound quality and comfort are the number one features people look for in a headset

CHOOSE
EVOLVE 2 65, EVOLVE 2 40, EVOLVE 75

WORKING FROM YOUR SMARTPHONE
Stay connected wherever you are so you need never miss a call

<20% of mobile professionals’ time is spent at their desk

By 2022 the smartphone share of UC is expected to grow from 14% to 21%

78% of mobile professionals use their headset for both calls and music

CHOOSE
EVOLVE 2 85, EVOLVE 75e, EVOLVE 65t

MEET ANYWHERE
Stay connected with intelligent, industry-leading audio and video solutions that boost collaboration

87% of employees now work in distributed teams

67% use video calls for meetings

36% use speakerphones when making video calls

CHOOSE
Jabra PanaCast
SPEAK 750/710
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Making Life Sound Better FOR 150 YEARS